Across
2. Term of the President as monitor of the nation’s economic condition
3. Term for the President as head of the administration of the Federal Government
4. Assistants to the floor leaders in the House and Senate, responsible for monitoring and marshaling votes
5. Members of the House and Senate picked by their parties to carry out party decisions and steer legislative action
6. Permanent committee in a legislative body to which bills in a specified subject area are referred; see select committee
7. A closed meeting of a party’s house or senate members; also called a party conference
8. Legislative committee created for a limited time and for some specific purpose; also known as a special committee
9. Temporary joint committee created to reconcile any differences between the two houses version of a bill
10. Division of existing committee that is formed to address specific issues
11. Term for the President as the leader of his or her political party
12. Term for the President as commander of the nation’s armed forces
13. Term for the President as the main architect of foreign policy and spokesperson to other countries
14. Term for the President as the ceremonial head of the United States, the symbol of all the people of the nation
15. The presiding officer of the House of Representatives, chosen by and from the majority party in the House
16. Members who heads a standing committee in a legislative body
17. Term for the President as the representative of the people, working for the public interest
18. Term for the President as the one who sets the agenda for Congress
19. Division of existing committee that is formed to address specific issues
20. Term for the President as monitor of the nation’s economic condition

Down
1. The floor leader of the party that holds the minority of seats in each House of Congress
2. Term for the President as the ceremonial head of the United States, the symbol of all the people of the nation
3. The presiding officer of the House of Representatives, chosen by and from the majority party in the House
4. Term for the President as the ceremonial head of the United States, the symbol of all the people of the nation
5. Members who heads a standing committee in a legislative body
6. Term for the President as commander of the nation’s armed forces
7. Term for the President as the main architect of foreign policy and spokesperson to other countries
8. Term for the President as the leader of his or her political party
9. Term for the President as vested with the executive power of the United States
10. Members who heads a standing committee in a legislative body
11. Term for the President as commander of the nation’s armed forces
12. Term for the President as the main architect of foreign policy and spokesperson to other countries
13. Term for the President as the representative of the people, working for the public interest
14. Term for the President as the one who sets the agenda for Congress
15. Division of existing committee that is formed to address specific issues
16. Temporary joint committee created to reconcile any differences between the two houses version of a bill
17. Division of existing committee that is formed to address specific issues
18. Term for the President as monitor of the nation’s economic condition
19. Division of existing committee that is formed to address specific issues
20. Term for the President as monitor of the nation’s economic condition